Good day all.
I am very sorry, I have made a mistake I used the wrong month’s information in
the previously sent out report. THIS is the correct one.
For the month of February 2019 we had seven incidents in all. One armed incidents,
two manhole covers stolen, one bin stolen, two break-ins with theft and one vehicles
stolen.
This year’s February compared to the same time last year:

A month with relatively low crime.

Comparison of total incidents during the years we have been keeping track of
incidents:

As always, keep safe and vigilant this month. Report suspicious people or activities to
Interactive security, ADT or SAPS. Report any incidents to
incidents@muckleneukhill.co.za even if you might think it insignificant; report it in
any case and we will investigate further.
Once again for sorry for any inconvenience cause by me using the wrong info in the
previous report.
Regards
Alfie Barnard
Incident Manager MHSI.

As promised at the MHSI meeting here are a couple of graphs that we used at the
MHSI meeting about the crime stats of 2018.

Figure 1 - Incidents by type per year

Figure 2 - Incidents shown per time of time for the year 2018.

Figure 3 - Percentage of incidents for 2018 by time of day.

Figure 4 - Percentage of incidents per street for the year of 2018.

DATE
01/02/
2019

AREA
JOHN
STREET

TYPE
Robbery:
confirmed

01/02/
2019
05/02/
2019

LUKAS
STREET
BEREA
EAST
(360+)

Theft of
Vehicle
Break-in:
with theft

DESCRIPTION
Earlier this week/day a man came in the office, asking details of
a person, which was not given. Today he came back with the
'required docs' and two other BM. He pointed a gun at staff
members and the 3 of them robbed all valubles out of the office
and robbed the (6) staff members of their personal stuff. One
phone can be tracked, story continues!
Car stolen: Ethios CrossDJ 72 BP GP, silver
The security guard a block away notices a red VW polo with
two black males driving in and out of the property with beams/
poles and other items overfilled in the boot with the boot open.
They then returned with the boot door closed. The security
guard then called the security companies on the radio system.
They apprehended the two males. They were busy dismantling
an airconditioning unit. Millennium Security, who are the
appointed security company to the property, and the police
arrived more than half an hour after they were called. Case
made
The perpetrators informed me that they got the lead from an
informal recycler that the house was not occupied and an aircon
unit is still available at the property. They were so relaxed to be
there that one of them was drinking a beer while they were
disassembling the aircon unit. They must also have known that
Millennium had inspected the property the day before on their
weekly inspection and would not be disturbed.

All metal sanitary fittings have previously been removed inside
the house, cables ripped out of walls and previous perpetrators
have defecated on the floors. The property is empty for more
than 5 years.
Cable/man Manhole cover from drive way stolen
hole cover
related

16/02/
2019

DOUGA
LL
STREET

17/02/
2019

TROYE
STREET

Cable/man Two manhole covers reported stolen in Troye Street
hole cover
related

27/02/
2019

SMITH
STREET

Trolly/dus
tbin
related

MHSI member saw guy with bin walking down in Smith. He
then called a member who was home with radio. Security was
called and bin confiscted in Jonston Street

27/02/
2019

ST.
PATRIC
KS
WAY

Theft:
without
break-in

4 people (3 ladies + man) came in a white Golf to the house
which is on the market. They acted as were coming from an
estate agency and wanted to view the house. After they had left,
things in the house were missing.

